the handful of monographs that virtually every practicing historian has read. 1 But I would also guess that these same historians remain unaware of how the field has changed-to what degree methodological sophistication, interdisciplinarity, sensitivity to regional and temporal differences, political engagement, as well as deep and, to most historians, unfamiliar thinking about the problematic role of humans-both as subjects and objects-in the study of the environment, especially over very long stretches of time, continue to transform the field. So my question is: From your different perspectives, both regional and chronological, what new methods, approaches, questions, or other factors have changed the study of environmental history? And if possible, I would like you to comment on how the field considers the nature of time-how environmental history's sense of a very much enlarged expanse of time makes its approach to chronology, development, or "history" very different from that of most historians.
Lise Sedrez: This first question reminds me of some very classic "reviews of the field," such as the roundtable with Don Worster, Richard White, Carolyn Merchant, William Cronon, Stephen Pyne, and Al Crosby in 1990, and the two pieces by Richard White in the Pacific Historical Review in 1985 and 2001. 2 Or so I flatter myself. The first and most obvious change, in my point of view, is the expansion of environmental history to non-U.S. areas-and somehow, the composition of this Conversation, in contrast with that 1990 roundtable, is representative of this change. Maybe "expansion" is not really a good word, since investigations on nature and society are quite traditional in the Latin American historiography-as well as in African and Asian history-and predate the formal establishment of the discipline of environmental history (see, for instance, Rebellion in the Backlands by Euclides da Cunha, or Visions of Paradise by Sérgio Buarque de Holanda). 3 What I have seen in the last decade is a reinterpretation of classic debates on nature and nation, nature and society, nature and frontier, and others in the Latin American historiography, within a new framework of questions, methodologies, and references provided by the new discipline. 4 A second characteristic of environmental history in the twenty-first century is that it seems to be-slowly-leaving its niche; that is, it is no longer the exclusive domain of "environmental historians." I recall an article by Al Crosby in the AHR in 1995 in which he describes how environmental historians, in the time-honored tradition of American outsiders, had founded "their own sect, the American Society for Environmental History, with its own journal." 5 I have always read this particular sentence as a warning against the risks of isolation of the field. I believe, however, that the last ten years have shown exactly the opposite movement, that is, an active inclusion of environmental history's concerns and debates by "mainstream historians"-whatever this label means. (Incidentally, in the same article, Crosby wrote that "the last ten years of the AHR includes more pages on film than on environmental history. Environmental history exists as an independent subdivision of the discipline, but it remains a minor one." 6 I didn't check, but I doubt this claim would hold today.)
The second part of the AHR Editor's question, regarding the nature of time, is an old favorite of mine. I have long maintained that all environmental historians owe a debt of gratitude to Fernand Braudel (a geographer) and his three movements of historical time-individual time, social time, and geographical time-even if this debt requires them to challenge his formulation in that wonderful masterpiece. 7 (I admit, I am a big Braudel's fan; sue me.) In environmental history, there is a bit of the total history proposed by Braudel, in which historians must address these three ideas of time-but not in the way Braudel suggested. So when Linda Lear writes a beautiful biography on Rachel Carson, individual, social, and geographical times are mixed together; the same is true of the new book by Chuck Walker on the 1746 earthquake-tsunami in Lima, Peru. 8 Nature, society, and individuals are taken together; long durée and histoire événementielle are not opposed but interlocked narratives.
spaces that are now objects of self-defined environmental history scholarship, and, I believe, in knowledge of the human and planetary past. Exploring other parts of the world with more deeply documented pasts forced environmental historians to transcend the North American preoccupation with wilderness, declensionism, recent politics, and determinism. More complex stories had to be told. Studies of the colonial Americas, Africa, South and East Asia, and Europe let historians see evolving relationships in the long term. In a place like the medieval and early modern Netherlands, we can watch people respond to a succession of environmental problems, some of which were themselves unintended consequences of previous human adaptations. In the process, both stability and change had to be historicized. Environmental history puts traditional political, institutional, and ideological chronologies to the test. I am, for instance, grappling with the efficacy of the traditional Middle Ages as a period for European environmental history; some of the grounds I would now offer refer to aspects of fifteenth-and sixteenth-century Europe previously little noted by historians.
At the same time, at least in fields with which I am familiar, environmental history has enjoyed a great upswing in interdisciplinary collaboration, especially with paleoscientists. Ancient DNA, dendrochronology, trace element analysis, paleoclimatology, soil science, archaeozoology, paleobotany, sediment studies, etc., open new windows on the historical past and call for traditional historians' skills to find and link the verbal record and to synthesize the results. Given mutual respect for different disciplinary purposes and cultures, interdisciplinary criticisms and corroborations enable deeper and more complete reconstruction of both probable and implausible past human environments. Systematic environmental archaeology undertaken before new high-speed rail lines were built in the lower Rhone valley, for example, has reconfigured understanding of social and cultural changes from late antiquity to the early Middle Ages. We can now start to grasp how individual households and whole regional societies handled multigenerational shifts in weather patterns and local security conditions that together kept recalibrating appropriate subsistence strategies. 9 Meanwhile, methods that Swiss historian Christian Pfister devised for systematic critical use of traditional written records have made possible the season-by-season, even week-to-week, reconstruction of early modern weather events. 10 Extended to the scale of the European subcontinent and anchored to GIS, the results are so precise, they serve both to test atmospheric scientists' theories of long-term planetary circulation and to show cultural historians what triggered certain specific local persecutions for witchcraft. 11 Great expansion in time, space, data collection, and range of theories enables today's environmental history to inform present-day issues from a far wider base of past human experience than was available a generation ago.
Jim McCann: I write from my hotel balcony in a provincial town in Ethiopia (Jimma) from where I go daily to a much smaller market town and thence to a community of farmers whose experience with malaria and settlement of a waterlogged valley is the basis of my research project. Their lives and their local landscape are the backdrop of what I seek to narrate, along with the local mosquito, and futile attempts to control it. It is landscape ecology as a changing historical canvas that I seek. The story I have in mind is a counterpoint to modernist optimism about the silver bullet of a malaria vaccine.
I am writing this note on a laptop but face the dangers of downloading the note to a flash drive and taking it to a small Internet connection across the (now) muddy street and across a small bridge made of eucalyptus sticks. The danger is not the mud, but the prospect of my flash drive coming back with 10-100 of the local viruses that circulate here. The analogy of computer viruses here is remarkably similar to a biomedical phenomenon of infection and contagion. There are few McAfee upgrades around, and the rate of new infections from the Internet follows the patterns of an epidemic. I'll take a chance and send this off (and then throw away the flash drive like a used hypodermic). Ironically, the most infections from a single download have been from a connection to the World Health Organization's computer files in Addis Ababa. 10 Pfister's methods are described in Werner Schwarz-Zanetti, Christian Pfister, Gabriela SchwarzZanetti, and Hannes Schüle, "The EURO-CLIMHIST Our moderator has asked us to write on two issues: one is to assess the nature of change in the field of environmental history in the past couple of decades, and the other is the nature of time as a conceptual framework in our geographic or thematic subfield (in my case Africa). The question strikes me as deserving of a single answer that encompasses both questions. He leads by citing the ubiquitous nature of Bill Cronon's Changes in the Land. I agree that that work is the single most read monograph in environmental history. I once saw a fellow passenger on Boston's Red Line underground standing and reading a marked-up galley proof of the book around fifteen years after its original publication.
What was remarkable about Cronon's book, and what has sustained it, is its narrative power that reaches several audiences. Much of that appeal comes from its engagement with a familiar landscape (New England) and its multiple narrations (colonial settlers, native Americans, and the landscape itself). One of our questions might be whether we as historians of other times, other themes, and other places can achieve that level of narrative. I am now attempting to do that by combining the bioscience of malarial transmission with the agro-ecology of a particular place, and the life narratives of the people who found themselves there. How it will work is not quite clear to me yet, but I have in mind the blending of science with human place that has worked in contexts of social history (Ginzburg or Demos, for example).
It seems to me that the other disciplines that we share with environmental themes (geography, anthropology, natural sciences) do not use historians' tools of sources and human narrative. Telling the story is one of the things we should do best (although those skills are still rare even among historians). We can each think of a few historians who have displayed those skills and still maintain strong links to the sciences of ecology, geology, epidemiology, etc.
Peter C. Perdue: I would echo what Lise Sedrez says about changes in the field of environmental history. From my perspective, the biggest change has been the extension of environmental history to the non-Western world. In the 1980s, when I applied to the Chinese archives in Beijing to study floods in one Chinese province, the authorities would not give me an affiliation because they claimed that "this was not a historical topic." They suggested that I should go to the hydroelectric ministry instead. (In fact, China's hydroelectric ministry had compiled extensive quantitative data about the historical incidence of floods and droughts, but they omitted the political and institutional documents. I wonder if the U.S. Department of the Interior does the same?) Fortunately, I eventually did get into the archives, which proved to have extremely rich source material on agrarian production and famines. Now, of course, studies of China's environment have exploded, and every year there are major conferences on disasters, pollution, and sustainability. Historians still play only a small role in this discussion, but crises do tend to focus attention on a subject. China, like Latin America, has also had a long tradition of study of historical geography, into which environmental study fits well.
Despite these encouraging signs, we have to recognize that environmental history is still only tangential to the mainstream of the fields of history or Asian studies. The program of the upcoming AHA meeting lists only 4 panels out of 220 with "environment" as a topic (they cover national parks, urban environments, marine environments, and the culture of nature). There are a lot of other panels on food and global themes, but they mainly seem to concern the eating, drinking, buying, and selling of commodities, not their connection to nature. Of the twenty-odd books submitted for the Association of Asian Studies prize for best work on China before 1900, only one-Lillian Li's study of famine-addresses an environmental topic. 12 Unfortunately, environmental history has not transformed the institutional and public face of these fields, despite its promise. Is there more we could do? We haven't yet convinced most of our colleagues of its potential, but its perspectives have trickled into many related studies. Environmental history has provided fresh inspiration for comparative communication between historians of different regions. This is particularly important for historians of East Asia, each of whom tends to view his or her country of choice as unique.
The two foundational traditions of the Annales school and the American frontier school have both contributed to environmental history in Asia, in different ways. Scholars of East Asia, however, had to modify these Western perspectives to make them useful for analyzing imperial China. The Bloch-Braudel tradition of attention to agrarian structures, the longue durée, and constraints of nature inspired me and others to use local gazetteers and official sources to reconstruct long-term agrarian change in the early modern period. But the Annales tradition emphasized the limits of human activity faced with natural phenomena, and the relative unimportance of great political events. Early modern states, in the Annales program, did not matter much to the peasant. (To be fair, only the programmatic manifestos of the Annales school really promoted the extreme denigration of politics; the actual work of Braudel and others had much to say about early modern state formation.) In China, we could not kick the state out. The power of the Chinese imperial state to transform the natural and human environment constantly reappears in our work. I would go so far as to say that the bureaucratic states of China have shaped the natural environment for a longer period and more profoundly than the ancient or early modern states of Europe. 13 The American tradition stresses much more the transformative power of capitalism and frontier settlement, in its agrarian (early Cronon) and industrial (later Cronon, Worster, etc.) modes. 14 Unexpectedly, I found this perspective more useful than the Annales for my second book, on Chinese imperial expansion. The aggressive de-velopmental role of the Chinese state and the settler populations it ruled, even in a pre-industrial situation, has striking analogies with American frontier settlement. (To be sure, China historians have unfortunately drawn inspiration almost entirely from the U.S. experience, ignoring Latin American or Canadian analogies.)
Both approaches have generated new ways of looking at temporal divisions in China. The main goal is to replace classic divisions by dynasty with broader units like "early modern" (ca. 1500-1800) that are more comparable with the rest of Eurasia. Nature's cycles differ from human ones: how to combine the natural and human rhythms is a major challenge for all of us. Geological deep time does not intersect human time very well, and efforts to root human activity in 100,000-year periods, like Diamond's, do not work. But shorter rhythms, like the Little Ice Age or ENSO phenomena, do affect human action significantly, and we can document the effects. 15 Jim McCann's comments on settlement of malarial regions also indicate a different approach to time. Chinese have moved south into malarial and plague-ridden regions at least since the twelfth century C.E. For a long time, the disease barrier of the south protected indigenous peoples and limited Han settlement, but active military and official pressure for expansion encouraged penetration by Han settlers, who gradually developed immunities and pushed out the local population. By the end of the eighteenth century, they had taken over all of the core of China as far as Yunnan, despite local resistance. 16 This example shows that environments constrain but do not determine settlement. State policies over the long term can conquer disease regimes, natural limitations, and indigenous resistance. Today, the Chinese still believe this, like most Americans, and they have intensified pressures for ecological devastation and ethnic assimilation driven by a modernist vision. But is this war on nature and indigenous peoples sustainable much longer? What time scale matters most: millennia of steadily increasing pressure, or the immediacy of current disasters? Environmental historians can ask these inconvenient questions with evidence and nuance.
Lise Sedrez: A brief side comment: Peter, in 1998 I was finishing my M.S. in environmental policy studies and about to begin my Ph.D. work in history. I went to a conference in Florence, Italy, held by the International Union of Forestry Research Organizations, and before I could re-enter the USA, I had to obtain a new J-1 visa at the American Embassy. It took me some time to convince the American officer at the embassy that someone could enter a doctoral program in history with a background in environmental studies, and no, it was not just a weak plot to remain in the U.S. illegally. Nancy Langston: I agree that as the field has matured, we have broadened our perspectives from American wilderness history to global analyses. A turn to cultural history has also marked the past decade, and historians of gender, class, and race have brought important perspectives into the field as well.
Yet for all the changes, it's worth noting certain continuities. Jim stresses the importance of narrative to environmental history, and I would argue that it is one key feature that distinguishes our work from that of our colleagues in landscape ecology, rural sociology, and medical epidemiology. I work with a group of ecologists who use many of the same sources historians are familiar with, but the kinds of questions the ecologists ask of those sources are quite different. Working across disciplinary borders while retaining the importance of narrative in our analyses is something that environmental historians have done since the beginning of the field.
I love Peter's ending question about what time scale matters the most. This seems to strike at the heart of what many environmental historians are now trying to do, and what distinguishes us from other fields of history: while paying attention to the human time scales that matter to traditional history, many of us are also attempting to incorporate much longer time spans into our analyses. Edmund Russell's call for an evolutionary environmental history is emblematic of some of the new directions in environmental history that seem particularly promising. 18 Richard C. Hoffmann: On the distinctive role of storytelling as historian's art, we have all concurred, but we ought not oversell the efficacy or exclusiveness of this mode of discourse as our contribution to understanding. Stories relate change very well, less so its absence. If you think, as I do, that punctuated equilibria are a significant aspect of our interactive cultural and natural pasts, historians need also to explain or depict stability across the temporal scale. This bears directly on presentday environmental concern with sustainability and resilience. Nor are historians the only storytellers: as distinct from literary fiction or cultural myth, our stories assert some connection to an empirical "truth" resting on our sources. Third, historical training and critical method equip us to find, contextualize, and assess source materials that are inaccessible and opaque to paleoscientists and both present-day environmental activists and their opponents. Much that is alleged about past as compared to present environmental conditions needs to be put to the test. This, too, is 17 One example is the now-classic Ramachandra Guha and Juan Martínez-Alier AHR Editor: I would like to pursue a bit more this question of time and join it with the issue of periodization. Several of you have noted that environmental history is no longer marginalized as it once was but in many cases manages now to find its way into larger historical analysis and narratives. Indeed, Jim McCann specifically points to the need for fashioning historical narratives while still deriving analytical power from disciplines that are discursively non-narrative. But some of you acknowledge the ways environmental history stands apart from most historical approaches: specifically in the capacious sense of time it can encompass, and the challenge it offers to the traditional boundaries and categories of historical periodization (something noted by both Rich Hoffman and Peter Perdue). Is there a contradiction here? And this might offer an opportunity for us to segue into the question of crisis. The subjective human perception of crisis is usually bounded by a short-term perspective: it is something that happens to "us." Even historians tend to see crisis within the chronological context of years or decades, or occasionally centuries. Does environmental history, with its much deeper sense of time, force us to rethink our chronological appreciation of crisis? Nancy Langston: I would argue: probably not. Speaking as a former evolutionary ecologist, I actually think that the largest crisis we now face-global warming-is really a humanistic tragedy in historical time, not an environmental tragedy in evolutionary time. It's not the earth that's going to be devastated by climate change. Mass extinctions in evolutionary history are typically followed by mass speciations. New species will evolve to fill the niches vacated by the extinctions piling up in ever greater numbers. The earth will persist-different, surely, but that's the way things go in evolutionary time, over thousands of generations. The crisis of global warming-massive fires, floods, famines, with refugees in the millions fleeing too much water in Bangladesh, too little water in the Sudan-these are problems people will contend with over decades or centuries, not evolutionary problems over millennia.
What's threatened by global warming is not the earth but ourselves. What won't persist is our sense of place and time-our own human histories on this earth. It's the places we love, the relationships we cherish, the connections and patterns and birdsongs in spring, that help to make us human. As Wallace Stegner reminded us, we see the world through our "own human eyes," and it's that human vision of the world that is under threat. 20
Lise Sedrez: I concur with Nancy's comments. I would also argue that what our moderator calls a "deeper sense of time" is associated more closely with the very traditional "natural history" than with "environmental history." In fact, one of the many differences between these two disciplines is the emphasis on "historical time"-which is not exactly "a shorter time," but a time that is connected to societies, to communities, to individuals, over centuries, decades, years, or months. Yes, it is true that environmental historians must be attuned to a "natural time." I believe it was Cronon who said once that "environmental history must make ecological sense," and thus we must understand the time for reproduction of disease vectors, the time for El Niño, the time for ecological successions, the time for seasonal variations-but most likely we are still within "the chronological context of years or decades" or centuries. 21 crisis. Rather, environmental history could offer a deeper sense of how our natural environmental may change dramatically within historical time (in floods, droughts, pollution, animal and human migration, mass extinctions, or epidemics).
Richard C. Hoffmann: Two points from Nancy's remarks did catch my eye. While I strongly concur with her emphasis on the natural importance of change, I think it legitimate to draw distinctions of scale between changes arising from natural processes, slow or abrupt, and those arising from present-day human impacts. I have worked hard to show human cultures affecting the natural world in premodern times-much of Europe was cleared for agricultural use in about the same 200-to-300-year span of time during which North America went through a similar process; still, I would go along with John McNeill's Something New under the Sun to consider whether contemporary fossil-fuel civilization is not having historically unprecedented effects, whether consciously or not. 23 Whether we assess such changes as threats or opportunities, we still need to be able to describe and compare the processes. Second, the issue of seeing the world through human eyes: I thought one of the contributions of environmental history was at least to raise the possibility of imagining other points of view-as implicit in Lise's Brazilian mosquitoes. Anthropocentrism may be an epistemologically inescapable position and numerically dominant stance among environmental historians, but I doubt that all who practice in the field think this necessary or sufficient to grasp the relevant issues. Diversity of perspective is a valued, if challenging, quality of environmental history.
Peter C. Perdue: Our moderator asks if there is a contradiction between the ambitions of environmental history to explore deeper senses of time and also contribute to conventional historical narratives. I agree that there is such a contradiction, or maybe creative tension, which we have not solved, but which we should work on. It is not a fundamentally different challenge from that facing all historians who want to do original work but also be accessible, but it has special features because of the deep time scale and the engagement of environmental history with the non-human world.
Parenthetically, I recently attended the annual meeting of the Social Science History Association, whose theme for this year was "It's About Time: Temporality and Interdisciplinary Research." Social scientists of many persuasions have realized that introducing temporal scales into their research challenges many received paradigms. Historians have always had a lot to say about time, though in rather unsystematic ways compared to other social science disciplines. What was interesting about the conference for our discussion was the large number of panels and papers that raised environmental themes. Note that the SSHA is organized into sixteen networks, none of which specifically includes the environment. Networks like health/medicine/body, historical geography, rural, and macro-historical dynamics, however, naturally include some environmental themes. In a simple content search on terms like "nature," "disease," "health," "agrarian," "ecology," or "food," for example, I found 15 out of 160 panels with some environmental content. Ten percent is not huge, but it is twice the presence of environment in the AHA. Dialogue with social scientists over the importance of time can be a useful way to introduce environmental themes.
Let's consider three environmental scales of time and how they might fit together (analogous to the three levels in Braudel's Mediterranean). First, geological and biological, covering millennia; second, structural and conjunctural, mainly a few centuries; and third, political, event-centered, in decades, years, or days. Humans and nature act on all three scales. For ancient civilizations like China or the Middle East, we have records going back millennia, and clear evidence of human impact on land and water over the long term: deforestation, settlement, direction of rivers, erosion, and species extinction all combine human and natural action on a very long time scale. We can tell this story as one transcending the boundaries of particular states or political changes, linking the persistence or disappearance of certain forms of human ecology with natural change. (Braudel's "structures" were in fact not static constructions, but also included human and natural dynamics.) On the second scale, familiar as the longue durée, historians join economic changes with social changes to look at the rise and fall of dynasties and ancien régimes, especially as seen in food provisioning, economic activity in trade and production, and land settlement on frontiers. See, for example, John Richards's The Unending Frontier, which covers three centuries. 24 This is familiar territory for the social historian, although it is usually not the best-seller audience. The third scale is the most popular, limited to short-term crises, usually in recent times. Journalists, political historians, and social scientists overlap in the focus on particular natural disasters in comparative perspective. Environmental activists expect academic research to justify immediate solutions for contemporary crises. They may be disappointed to find out that the same crises have occurred in the past, and don't have obvious solutions, or that the reigning mythologies used to motivate action in the modern world (wilderness myths or static equilibria, for example) have little historical or scientific backing.
It may not be possible to unite all these scales in a single narrative. Braudel divided his great book up into three large sections, and critics have charged that it has no unity. I think that there is a unity to The Mediterranean, but it does not fit conventional narrative models. But global climate change is a good example of environmental history that spans many time scales, from millennial cycles to immediate disasters, and deserves integrated treatment. The main contribution of environmental history is to offset the overwhelming focus on the immediate present by pointing to larger perspectives on major social and natural changes, and to replace conventional periodization, for example by dynasty in the case of China, with more naturally appropriate, globally comparative divisions (e.g., "early modern" or "organic energy society"). 25 Although it's true that we are mainly interested in what happens to "us" or our children in the short term, the current crisis has deep roots not only in in-dustrial civilization of the past two hundred years, but also in agrarian civilization of the past five millennia. The history of food, in short, is a very long-term one. We have to change basic features of both in order to solve the crisis, so we need to know their historical tracks. John McNeill may be right that something new under the sun has happened in the twentieth century because of the global impact of technological developments, but as Richard Hoffmann notes, humans had shaped the environment at local or larger scales for many millennia before that. 26 We ought to address directly the question of when and how changes in rates and scales of variation become sharp enough to count as new periods of world history-when does quantity change into quality, as the dialecticians put it?
Re-viewing the past, as Richard Hoffmann notes, also means seeing it through the eyes of other species: the elephants' and tigers' view of China, the wolves' view of Japan, or the positions of cats and other domestic animals in England. 27 These are really studies of human views of animals more than the other way around (can the subaltern really bark?), but they do bring in more of the emotional force of nature than do studies of rocks and trees.
I might add that we need to change the training of future historians so that they can learn to think beyond conventional boundaries of time and space. Too many historians fear numbers and science. Quantitative reasoning and engagement with the natural sciences should be expected. Even more important, following natural phenomena across political boundaries generally means learning quite a few foreign languages. Likewise, GIS techniques and other mapping approaches should broaden our spatial and temporal visions.
Jim McCann: Peter Perdue's last missive addressed the AHR Editor's question about inherent tensions between historians engaging longer-term time frames, geographic scope, and the needs of coherent narrative history. He uses Braudel's Mediterranean as an example of the dangers of losing narrative coherence for the sake of the need to broaden scale. I think one of the failures of the Annales (though I have always been a fan) has been the difficulty faced by their innovative use of mundane sources, including climate records. But there are other ways to build narrative pizzazz into longer-term/wider-scope reconstructions of the past. This past summer I read Steven Saylor's epic historical novel Roma. 28 In it he covers the history of Roman political culture, geographic scale, and historical persona in a single volume that pulls the reader along. Yes, he is a novelist, but his approach is to follow his- torical evidence on a particular known landscape (the seven hills), its generations of human occupants (who became Romans), and broader forces of economic change (regional trade, water management) from the first salt traders on Isola Tiberina (the island in mid-Tiber near the Forum) to Caesar's assassination. That is more than half a millennium. Saylor's novel is not environmental history, but that scope that will attract a wide readership might well be useful in telling history on a grand scale. Couldn't one do that in using records of the Harvard forest and local archives to do a regional/community study? A landscape itself could be a central motif that parallels human generations through a millennium. Cronon's Nature's Metropolis sort of does that, but without such a strong human narration.
One could argue that choosing only well-known landscapes panders to a general audience at the expense of focus on ecological processes (species extinction, deforestation, suburbanization, etc.) that have a role in public education. Yet the use of the environmental historian's skills in archival research, GIS, botanical evidence, or crop plant morphology could be an essential ingredient of human stories. I imagine that our group could think of a few examples of that. Peter Perdue's citations of writing from the perspective of different species (dogs, wolves, mosquitoes, etc.) all have possibilities or examples already in place.
Environmental history as a self-conscious subfield is still young. The new generation of Ph.D. students (and undergraduate majors) is just now in the process of building skills and databases from which they will eventually draw evidence for writing landscape and ecological narratives with a broad public audience as one of the goals. Cartoons and Pixar films are already building strong (some might say overly so) environmental messages into their techno-methods (think of Wall-E and Happy Feet). Saturday morning superheroes are already environmentally conscious, although usually in a politically simplistic way. And of course cable television is full of archaeology, nature programs, National Geographic specials, etc. (still often quite half-baked).
My point here is that environmental history as a subfield combines the historian's skill at finding evidence of change in archives and in science. Raising new questions that seem esoteric and assembling narratives for a broader audience are two parts of the same enterprise. Making new graduate students and undergraduate classes aware of these two lines of development is an important task for both our research and our teaching.
Richard C. Hoffmann: Like Peter and Jim, I came back home and to our conversation from experiences in unfamiliar and visibly historic landscapes that encourage reflection on what it is we environmental historians do or at least think we hope to do. Yet I confess that my unruly thoughts run at a tangent or across the grain of the Editor's still-live question. Apologies if these meanderings fail to engage your imaginations.
Environmental Historians and Environmental Crisis
Northern England is not, of course, all that exotic, but it was new to me and stimulating to think how thousands of men labored for five to eight years to construct Hadrian's Wall, a landscape feature still recognizably anthropogenic, but also for well more than a millennium itself a "natural" resource actively mined to build new churches, castles, cottages, pigsties, railway bridges, etc. Where Anglian monks had once found refuge in a devastated land for their holy patron Cuthbert, later Normans constructed Durham Cathedral to anchor and display their power in a long-ambiguous border landscape. War, we now acknowledge, is also a parameter for environmental history. During the more than two recent centuries when coal pits pockmarked the surrounding terrain, Durham was acknowledged as "the miners' cathedral." The last colliery in County Durham shut down in 1983, so a once-stereotypical landscape must now be reconstructed as "heritage." Romans, Christians, Normans, and industrialization brought successive ecological revolutions to the landscape and were then absorbed into what it had become. Continuity and change intertwine.
Jim and Peter rightly conclude that new kinds of questions and broader audiences for environmental history call for innovative training on the part of historians, new or mid-career. I wish my outlook were more optimistic, but I am mindful of the once-"new" quantitative, interpretive, and comparative economic and social history (I do stress history, not economics or sociology) in which I was trained and where I worked for half my professional career as a medievalist. With a few exceptions whom I treasure, North American students take history because they would avoid numbers, concepts, and science, which they fear. North American audiences want to hear stories, not analyses. They want simple clarity and have a low tolerance for critical doubt, ambiguity, and the good scientific provisional hypothesis. We professors can beat our brains out trying to teach critical thinking or the evidence-based leap to a level of understanding for past human conditions. We succeed with some students. But how to now transfer that to the broader audience that needs the deeper perspectives and the interactive relationship of the natural and cultural that environmental history provides?
I am wary of a search for narrative unity lest it become easy reductionism. When I look across even the small terrain of medieval Christendom with its common surface of clerical Latin literacy, I see so many nuances, so many locally different adaptations to soils, water, relief, or just different cultural toolkits or values. Unity and diversity: there is no single story, though some stories are more numerous or resonant than others. Consider Horden and Purcell's The Corrupting Sea, explicitly aiming to present a counter-Braudelian Mediterranean with a very long counterpoint of diversity and unity. 29 How, then, do we draw present-day audiences or students into the deeper past and the local and regional particularities it contains when they are intensely urban participants in a mass and homogenized virtual culture? There sunny days are always good, rain bad; today's indispensable style or truth is tomorrow's stale error and next week's oblivion; everything outside the city is unimportant and undifferentiated. In most of Western and Central Europe, you can still go fifty kilometers, perhaps less, and the place looks a bit different, feels a bit different, is probably known by a distinctive name, and may retain relics from a distinctive way of life. The Sauerland is not the Siegerland; Yorkshire dales are not Tyneside. Historians, especially environmental historians, must try to reconstruct and communicate those differences, then show how larger unities arise as generalizations from some of the particulars. So I am more partial to small-scale narratives: a waterfall is shaped to power a grain mill that becomes a fulling mill that becomes a textile factory that, abandoned, becomes, once again, a waterfall-until state subsidies give someone the idea to make a run-of-the river generating station. Each such use of this natural element implied the presence of and connected to different parts of a surrounding cultural milieu. It has finally dawned on me why I read fourteenth-century financial accounts kept on parchment rolls in England but on folded paper sheets in Burgundy or Silesia. Complexity and connectivity: the past was as messy as the present even though each set of pieces fit roughly together-until some big natural or human event, often exogenous to the local/regional system, turned the kaleidoscope again. We can learn from the patterns of difference and from human experiences that went well or awry. Neither Norse Greenlanders nor Norse Icelanders can be held responsible for the climate-related stresses that hit them in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but the former seemingly failed to find a viable response, while the latter (barely) did; Hollanders, on the other hand, we now think in the long run at least partly responsible for their own simultaneous difficulties, but certainly also as the makers of a long-successful new kind of adaptation. Seen against a larger backdrop with a different temporal scale, those, too, make good, but not universal, stories in environmental history. AHR Editor: Several of you have already mentioned "global warming"; and I'm pretty sure that if we asked people on the street what comes to mind when "environmental crisis" is mentioned, they would refer to this looming reality. I suspect as well, however, that most of you would resist framing it as the prototypical environmental crisis. At the risk of getting hung up in semantics, it is certainly appropriate to discuss what we mean by environmental crises, as opposed to others that historians deal with; or perhaps it would be more useful to think of different categories of crisis, so as not to get locked into simplistic, generic, or simply presentist understandings of the term. When historians (and others) use "crisis," often, though not always, they mean more than just hard times, terrible circumstances, and the like, but rather a conjuncture of phenomena that indicates problems, blockages, dislocations, or threats of a structural or systemic nature. For environmental historians, this would seem to be implicit in their very understanding of history-to see it in systemic or structural terms. Indeed, in a profession in which structural analysis has for the most part gone out of fashion, environmental historians might be seen as singularly energetic promoters of this approach. So my question has to do with what environmental historians bring to the study of historical crisis. Can environmental historians make this concept meaningful in ways that other historians have not? What counts as an "environmental crisis" and why?
Jim McCann: The AHR Editor has asked us to comment on the issue of the nature of crisis (or, I guess, the crises of nature)-that is, whether environmental history has a particular and distinctive contribution to understanding a phenomenon like global warming. My first response is the knee-jerk one that sees the current political debate as not fundamentally historical or even empiricist. The opposing narratives are more theological, in the sense that they are about belief, not so much systematic skepticism. Historians might help frame a debate of facts about the past, but hard science types have more relevant information. Or Thomas Friedman on today's New York Times op-ed page has a keener sense of the public debate (he's in Greenland at the moment).
So I might reframe the Editor's question to us. How does environmental history as a subdiscipline differ in its approach to understanding a crisis such as, say, global warming, or the outbreak of a vector-borne disease (West Nile virus, dengue fever, or kalazar), or urban settlement sprawl? I think, in fact, that an environmental historian would approach these problems of nature/human interactions in fundamentally different ways from scholars whose questions and methods derive from the history of science or the history of medicine. In the latter two cases, there is a dom- inant narrative of modernism-in other words, the implicit belief that scientific method and empiricism will eventually understand and then solve the problem (or crisis) at hand. Those approaches to history implicitly in their narratives offer an eternal optimism about infectious and chronic disease, hunger, energy shortages, or air pollution. This optimism in those fields has its roots in a kind of faith in scientific method, but also in the temptations of research grant narrative that needs to promise solutions in some sort of short-to medium-term time horizon. Few NSF or NIH grants (or Sachs initiatives) channel funding toward work that points out the futility of laboratory science or pharmacology to solve particular diseases. The history of malaria is a good example of the contrasts between history of medicine and an environmental history approach. The same dynamic operates in terms of how environmental historians approach the idea of crisis, both in defining what a crisis is and whether or not a particular policy has value. The explanation for the current flood of funding toward a malaria vaccine is much more an issue of the narrative of a cure than it is a realistic and considered assessment that humans co-evolve with disease and conditions of nature. I think that environmental historians have analysis and understanding as a goal, far more than solutions to crises that stimulate political policy debates.
Nancy Langston: Jim suggested that historians of science still have faith in a dominant narrative of modernism, but I'm not sure this is true. My colleagues here in history of science seem even more dubious than environmental historians about the possibility of solving "crises," however we define them, with the scientific method. But perhaps Jim is right that narratives of progress become more appealing when NSF and NIH grants are a possibility.
Ecologists seem to be far less hopeful about science's ability to solve a crisis than most historians. But still they plug on, in the face of what they perceive to be looming ecological disaster. For example, colleagues in my forest ecology department are watching the collapse of northern conifer forests they spent their careers immersed in learning about, and then in learning to love. Things that to the rest of us seem trivial, or even sweet-a family camping trip with a load of firewood from home, a fishing trip with a can of earthworms for bait-spell disaster to them, because they know something the rest of us don't know about the history of community collapse. They know that a stick of firewood may well contain several emerald ash borers, and if just a few of those insects get out of the firewood and into the surrounding forest, that could mean 95 percent of our ash trees will be dead within five years. So much for a key component of the forest (and so much for the cultural associations local Menominee women have with ash trees, which are important for basket-making). The ecologists know that wriggling worms don't all get impaled on fishing hooks. A few squirm free, and havoc results in the hemlock forests, because non-native earthworms transform nitrogen cycling on the forest floor. If you walk with an ecologist in the Sylvania Wilderness Area, essentially the last old-growth hemlock forest left in the Great Lakes states, you can trace what the ecologists call a "killing wave" of earthworm activity. The combined stresses may mean that the forests we now know and love are unlikely to persist, and under current climate models, are unlikely to return in the future.
My point here is not that ecologists know more about crisis than the rest of us, but that we only perceive a crisis when we have first learned to observe, and then to value, a particular set of relationships that are about to be destroyed. That's as true for human relationships as for ecological relationships. I'm willing to bet that few of the early Anglo settlers perceived the loss of Ojibwe community relationships along Lake Superior as a crisis in the nineteenth century.
So what can environmental historians do that scientists and social historians might have a hard time doing in the face of rapid, irreversible ecological and social transformations? I hope we can do some translation: speak to the ecologists of cultural changes, and speak to other historians of ecological changes, in a language that helps both communities understand that complex relationships are being unraveled. What value we place on that unraveling is up to the individual: It's not our job to say "This is bad." But it is our job to say "This has happened."
How does a sense of human history change our perception of crises? An example from my own work may be suggestive. In the early 1990s, when I was doing graduate work in zoology, I spent a year studying Laysan and Black-footed albatrosses. These enormous birds breed on the leeward Hawaiian islands and feed in the north Pacific Ocean, a place as remote from industrial civilization as any spot on earth. We examined the stomachs of hundreds of albatrosses trapped as "bycatch" in squid drift nets. Much to our surprise, nearly every albatross we dissected contained plastic fragments in its stomach. These same albatrosses had incomplete molt patterns, which led to reduced ability to breed, along with heavy parasite loads in their esophagi (indicative of reduced immunity). At the time, we published a series of papers theorizing about the evolutionary history of these deleterious traits, but we never imagined that they might also be related to the chemicals leaching out of the plastics in their guts.
When we believed incomplete molt, heavy parasite loads, and breeding failures to be part of the sweep of evolutionary history, we didn't get angry or depressed about it. We simply thought we were witnessing interesting processes that would eventually lead to change-perhaps extinction of one of the albatross species, but more likely transformed molt and breeding patterns. We thought it was pretty cool, to be honest. Evolution in action! But several years ago, when I began working on a history of endocrine-disrupting synthetic chemicals, I realized that all those bits of plastic we were finding in the birds' stomachs may have been leaching toxins which led to reproductive failure. Maybe our fascinating molt patterns were not shaped by evolutionary responses to the environmental constraints of the cold north Pacific Ocean. Maybe instead they were caused by a toxic sponge of trash gumming up their reproductive systems. This possibility leads to a particular anger that evolutionary processes would be unlikely to evoke. If system collapse happens over millennia, fine. If system collapse happens in three decades because people don't bother to clean up after themselves, and don't even know what they're destroying when they toss out plastic bags, the response is very different. A sense of human history changes the ways scientists analyze the meanings of albatross breeding patterns. More importantly, perhaps, it changes the ways people interpret the meaning and value of those changes. I expect that many ecologists would share my sense of normative values here.
Richard C. Hoffmann: The Editor's question about "environmental crisis" as seen by environmental historians pulls a medievalist back to Lynn White, Jr.'s now-classic statement of hypothesis, "The Historical Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis," first published in Science in 1967 (likely the first time a medieval historian wrote of his or her subject in that journal). 31 Note that the subsequent and continuing discourse over the environmental impact of religious ideas has commonly referred to "ecological" (White's "ecologic" was idiosyncratic) rather than environmental crisis without, in my view, materially changing the subject. More vexed is the question of whether White and others conceive of the ecological crisis as a complex and historically rooted phenomenon of the present or grant the term generic quality as an historical concept. I've not canvassed the historiography of the subdiscipline but would pose specific questions and refer to certain large cases to encourage our thinking more clearly about patterns in the interaction of humans and nature. What may usefully be classed as an environmental crisis and why?
Start simply: Jim McCann has said he has rabbits with a taste for tomatoes, I've had deer enjoying lily buds; do we face environmental crises or environmental risks to suburban gardening? Then come Nancy's deceived and debilitated albatrosses, which in her telling achieved crisis standing only after their retrospective re-diagnosis as victims of abrupt human sleaze, not slow evolutionary processes. Environmental historians of early modern Europe debate the dimensions of widespread wood shortages as a "crisis" met in some regions by rationing consumption, social discipline, and scientific woodland management, etc., and in others by the ecological revolution of fossil fuels. 32 Both structural causes for concern and the different responses twined deeply into linked cultural and environmental processes. 31 Lynn White, Jr., "The Historical Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis," Science, n. In a near-classic 1980 essay, Charles Bowlus labeled an "ecological crisis" the first half of the fourteenth century in Europe. 33 Crop failures triggered by runs of bad weather turned into large-scale famines when food entitlements broke down during 1315-1318 in northwestern Europe and the late 1330s-early 1340s in the Mediterranean. These events occurred under conditions indicative of human overpopulation: land cleared and plowed beyond earlier and later limits of arable use; shrinking farm size; labor intensification and falling real wages; declining yields; fuel shortages. Then Europeans experienced in 1347-1351 a sudden and devastating epidemic, which we call the Black Death. This killed a third, a half, or more of the population. The disease is, however, difficult to connect to nutritional failures, as contemporary witnesses agree that it slew people of all social ranks. If it was what modern medicine calls bubonic plague (caused by the bacterium Yersinia pestis), only tenuous speculation about shipments of grain and textiles concealing infected rats and their attendant fleas would explain its rapid spread across the European subcontinent. 34 But faced with criticism, the retrospective diagnosis fails credible proof, and much in the epidemiology of the Black Death accords poorly with the model of a rodent-borne disease that bubonic plague researchers in Asia established at the start of the twentieth century. 35 Whatever the identities of the pathogens at work in fourteenth-century Europe and the sixteenth-century Americas, those organisms experienced no environmental crisis, but rather a pioneer discovery of whole new host populations. Bowlus's term, then, means to catch the complexity and difficulties of the human situation in a world of natural and cultural change.
J. Donald Hughes has written carefully about environmental "problems" of classical Greece and Rome. 36 Deforestation, soil erosion and depletion, overgrazing, and loss of biodiversity can surely be classified as important sustainability issues, but if I read Hughes correctly, they eventually blocked revival more than they drove the destructive "decline and fall" of ancient Mediterranean civilization. Disease, invasion, and political insecurity in a context of great depopulation make late antiquity as somber and complex an ecological mix as the early modern Americas. So was this an environmental crisis (too)?
What, then, are the defining parameters of historic environmental crises? Is it destruction of an ecosystem or just its destabilizing? Must the phenomenon meet some threshold values of speed or scale? Need causes (structural or precipitant) and/or effects be located on only one or necessarily both sides of the human-nature interaction? Does point of view matter, making crisis for one opportunity for another? I would contrast this ambiguity with the relative precision of Carolyn Merchant's 1987 introduction of "ecological revolution," a concept genuinely useful for historians to distinguish a particular and deep-going type of induced ecological change. 37 Environmental hazard (risk), cultural perceptions of landscape, and social metabolism are other ideas helpful for historical analysis. Against this standard, "environmental crisis" may have meaning only in the post-1960s cultural context as undesirable phenomena perceived at the nexus of nature and culture, especially as defined in present-day political terms as calling for some collective response.
Indeed, we may now be unable to imagine any but the purest political or cultural crisis (a disputed election, the breakup of a famous band) as lacking environmental aspects and significance. This may, however, be no bad thing if it helps alert anthropocentric and ethnocentric developed society, including many good practicing historians, to the inescapable webbing of their interests with the natural world. No doubt the vast majority of environmental historians do share Jim McCann's goals of analysis and understanding human relations within nature. The concept of "environmental crisis" at this point serves more to raise present-day awareness than to deepen this historical understanding.
Peter C. Perdue: Journalists use the term "crisis" so often these days that it has become practically meaningless. I think that we should try to use it sparingly: not every disaster is a crisis, else imperial China would have had thousands of them, given all its droughts and floods. Environmental historians may be able to contribute to public understanding by distinguishing different temporal and spatial scales of change. Some disasters (earthquakes, tsunami) are immediate, unpredictable, shortterm, and relatively localized; others develop more slowly, over larger scales, with more advance warning (droughts and floods, global warming, energy shortages). But both kinds have natural and human causes, long-and short-term. Environmental historians can share approaches with scientists in distinguishing the scale and seriousness of long-and short-term environmental change. I agree with the moderator's general description of "conjunctures . . . of a systemic nature" as the essence From 1991 to 1995, we had a series of workshops at MIT discussing how humanists could contribute to the understanding of contemporary environmental crises, and Jill Conway, Ken Keniston, and Leo Marx published some of the essays, with an introduction, in 1999. 38 Our main point was that most people thought that scientists and engineers had the main responsibility for studying and solving environmental problems, but in fact humanistic and social scientific analysis had a lot to offer. There is a strong belief in a quick technological fix to many problems, not just in the U.S. but also in China, and much public discussion rules out or marginalizes the "human factor." (In one of the MIT models of Global Climate Change, this variable was added in at the last minute in the bottom corner of a big, complex diagram filled with physical forces.) But many of the basic divisions among environmentalists, like those between anthropocentrists and ecocentrists, apocalyptic visionaries and practical reformers, those who stress aesthetic and cultural values vs. those who stress material factors, or those who promote regulation vs. those who promote the market, all derive from historically rooted debates over social structures and political change. That seemed obvious to us in the 1990s. Not that many people noticed.
It's interesting to look back at this volume now, since even after fifteen years, a number of crucial issues have changed. Global warming hardly appears in the 1998 volume, and the editors say about it that "present knowledge is limited, and existing models do not enable us to predict catastrophe," so they recommend "prudent gradualism," not so different from the Bush administration. Now we know more, and catastrophe seems closer. There was a lot of talk back then about "modernity" and "postmodernity," but no one discussed the history of oil or energy supplies, not to mention terrorism or violence in failed states. No one (including me) brought up China's environmental impact. 39 "Crisis" is a moving target: current concerns shift so fast that we shouldn't tailor our research to fit the latest, most heavily funded fad. Environmental historians should at least try to look behind the immediate issues to longer-term structural and cultural changes. Environmental history has been more predominantly material and structural than other subfields of history; on the other hand, perhaps it has not put enough stress on particular disasters. Recently, quite a few Asian scholars, for obvious reasons, have begun to look at specific disasters in broader historical perspective. 40 We do have common cause with a number of scientists, but their vocabulary is different. I am struck by Nancy Langston's comment that ecologists love their trees, or feel anger at the collapse of ecosystems. Do physicists love their quarks, or biologists love their genomes, in the same way? Ecology, with its heritage in natural history, has a stronger emotional and moral charge for many people than the reductionist sciences. But there are odd changes in the meaning of terms. We can blame "nonnative" worms for causing chaos in forests, but don't try to blame "non-native" human migrants for disrupting human societies. Is there still a lingering preference for equilibrium and distrust of outsiders causing change in ecology? Disruption and external impact is normal in human societies; why not in nature? Translation questions here are quite fascinating, and important.
One common thread emerges from the Conway et al. volume, William Cronon's notorious essay "Getting Back to the Wrong Nature," and my former MIT colleague in political science, the late Steve Meyer's The End of the Wild: there is no more wilderness left. 41 Humans affect every species and every zone on the planet, and only the "weedy species," those adapted to the human presence, will survive in any significant numbers. This fact strengthens the case for humanistic history: if there is no independent nature to act as a counter-model, we have met the enemy and he is us.
Lise Sedrez: The question has changed quite a bit since its initial formulation. From "what environmental historians bring to the study of historical crisis" to "How does environmental history as a subdiscipline differ in its approach to understanding a crisis such as, say, global warming, or the outbreak of a vector-borne disease (West Nile virus, dengue fever, or kalazar), or urban settlement sprawl?" And then to earthworms, emotions and responsibilities, plastic in albatrosses' stomachs, and Merchant's concept of "ecological revolutions." Uff! There is a lot packed into one question.
So instead of adding yet another concept to the conversation, I would like to highlight some of the ideas already brought to the debate. Nancy suggested that environmental historians are responsible for some necessary translation between ecologists and other historians. It touches that commitment to interdisciplinarity, which, as mentioned earlier, is at the foundation of the subdiscipline. This "disciplinary translation" (and the dialogue we hope to foster) is not only for content (such as arguing with historians on the life cycle of the mosquitoes and with ecologists on the life cycle of Latin American bureaucratic policies), but also for the translation of the concept of crisis itself.
Which brings me to Peter's comments that "crisis" is a moving target. If it is so (and I partially agree), environmental historians must contribute to understanding the "history of environmental crises"-how global warming displaced the ozone layer or ocean pollution as the top priority in an international agenda, or how the water pollution budget surpassed yellow fever funding in postwar Brazil. At the same time, when Peter states that environmental historians should "try to look behind the immediate issues to longer-term structural and cultural changes," he is correctly suggesting that these several environmental crises (water pollution and yellow fever) are in fact interconnected in the relationship between societies and the environment. In other words, it is not so much the target (the crisis) that is moving but the bull's-eye (the agendas, or the particular events), and environmental historians can't afford to lose track of either.
Paraphrasing David Brower's "Think global, act local," maybe environmental history has the task (and hopefully the ability) to "study local, write global." Shifting the scales in time and in place is no small feat, but it is something that environmental history, with its necessary interdisciplinary character, is well poised to do.
AHR Editor: I am struck by Richard's comment "The concept of 'environmental crisis' at this point serves more to raise present-day awareness than to deepen this historical understanding." I don't want to assume that all of you would endorse this statement, but skepticism about the appropriateness or usefulness or correctness of the concept has been voiced more than once in this Conversation. Likewise, a contributor to an AHR Forum on "The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century Revisited," which appeared in the October 2008 issue, argues that historians' understanding of "crisis" has usually been unthinkingly associated with medical meanings of the concept and ought rather to be considered in rhetorical terms. Nancy has spoken about environmental historians' passion and, specifically, anger when they witness the ravages and permanent damage of nature from human behavior. And she has wondered "why many ecologists would share my sense of normative values here." My question, then, has to do with your own understandings of how you frame the systematic, often irreversible, but in any case profound changes you witness, either in the present day or in the remote past: Is there a place for you to embrace, with all its ambiguity and imprecision, the notion of "crisis" for rhetorical reasons-to underscore the urgency of nature's plight and people's past or potential suffering, and perhaps, accordingly, to spur people to greater sensitivity, even action? The question, too, I suppose, abuts the issue of the politics and "normative values" of environmental history: Does the field render its practitioners more engaged than other historians? Richard C. Hoffmann: Wary of seeming to steer our conversation, I had hoped first to hear others' take on the Editor's double-barreled query about the rhetorical value of "environmental crisis" and the activism of environmental historians. But as other matters compete for space on my September desk and mind, let me set forth some possibly incompatible observations and thoughts.
On the conceptual side, I stubbornly remain convinced that more clarity and consensus is needed to make (the? an?) "environmental crisis" a useful analytical and, to a lesser degree, rhetorical tool for historians.
Rhetorically the idea of crisis may well serve to incite social awareness that all cannot simply continue as people erroneously think it now is and long has. It may generally sum up phenomena of change in relations between humankind and planetary systems or between specific cultural groups and their material surroundings. It might help people acknowledge the ecological principle, as put by Charles Darwin, that "we are all netted together." 42 But then the particulars of the net and the changes we experience call for a different kind of awareness, understanding, and response than crisis seems to elicit. This line of thought evolves in my response to the Editor's primary question: Does the practice of environmental history make participants more engaged (viz. in environmental discourse and action) than other historians?
In some ways, environmental history is certainly more able than some other historical subdisciplines to be engaged in current public discourse. Joachim Radkau treated one side of this in his 2000 general history now Englished as Nature and Power: A Global History of the Environment. 43 Environmental history provides information and perspective essential to those who now hold power because the state needs (a) to anticipate and prevent predictable natural disasters and (b) to acknowledge the likelihood of unpredictable and complex change. The lesson: prepare but stay nimble. And to learn the lesson, the realities of past disasters and the predictability of present risks are (ought to be) potent arguments and advice.
Environmental history, perhaps more than other kinds of history, is a valuable source of comparative exempla for attentive citizens and their leaders, informing about things that worked and things that did not in human relations with the natural world. I argue that it necessarily introduces or reminds about the longer run. Historians can demonstrate similarities and differences between current and former conditions and document the processes that moved from one to the other. We can learn from past human experience about sustainable resource use, effective responses to disaster, and effective responses to change, whether catastrophic or gradual on the human scale. The historical record (including, of course, material and paleoscientific evidence) further offers cases of unsustainable practice, of unintended consequences, of failed responses, and of the limits to human agency. Some of the latter certainly involved "environmental crises" in the sense of damaging breakdowns in human relations with their non-human surroundings. But many of the former involve human adaptations that occurred at temporal and quantitative scales where the crisis concept (or metaphor) plays no useful role.
But does the practice of environmental history itself bring environmental historians to greater personal engagement than other kinds of historical scholars? In my own experience, some social historians and practitioners of women's history are much more single-mindedly dedicated to using their historical scholarship as a tool of change than are practicing environmental historians. My personal connection works in the reverse: I was actively engaged in conservation work and activism for rivers and wildlife before I understood that these issues pertained, too, to my historical profession and that historical research could inform present assessments, practice, and action. Thereafter, I also realized that my previous professional work on past 42 agrarian societies itself pertained to an environmental history which successfully encompassed economic, social, and cultural histories (and other disciplines, too).
But a result of historical knowledge can be disconcerting to elements of the environmental movement, namely that both natural forces and human actions have been driving environmental change (including ecosystem destruction) since time immemorial. Only some aspects of the present situation are unique. The environmental movement ought surely to have learned and corrected as a result of environmental history almost as much as should those who then and now deny environmental concerns and values. In the North American setting, Bill Cronon rightly identified this by asking which nature we preserve or restore (and was for his pains roundly criticized by some). 44 A better understanding of historical issues and of the "story" may dampen rather than foster enthusiasm for action. Working with small rivers, for example, our group of scientists, managers, and volunteers came to accept that the natural dynamic means constant destruction and re-creation of aquatic habitat, so much even well-intended human intervention is useless, even damaging. What, then, constitutes ecological "restoration" in a larger world of change? To what extent do we aim to maximize sustainable relations with functioning ecosystems (where I think historians have much to offer), or rather put resources into bringing something to a "pristine" state while neglecting other serious stresses arising from human relations with the natural sphere? Different situations call for different and difficult choices. Peter C. Perdue: As summer fades ineluctably into fall, the chilling weather reminds us of inevitable cycles of natural change. You don't need to be a historian to be aware of seasonal change, or even to think about the effects of environments on political change, but change of weather reminds us that months matter. In temperate countries, spring and summer are good times for demonstrations (May Days, July Days, Tiananmen), but October has also been a good time for revolutions (China 1911, Russia 1917).
The moderator asks if environmental historians are especially prone to engaging in activism. Actually, labor historians, women's historians, rural historians, etc., generally have just as much, if not more, commitment to acting on behalf of their subjects of study. They also have the advantage of identifying a clear group of people to represent, and a set of social theories and techniques to guide inquiry and action. Environmental history doesn't fit this type of social history very well, so its relationship to political action is somewhat different. We could see it as a type of historical materialism, extending the scope of factors of change beyond economic and technological structures to natural forces. But extending the scope to the non-human makes it hard to decide exactly which human structures are the most important ones to target. If the enemy of human sustainability is all of us, we have no legs to stand on. And should we also agitate on behalf of wolves, trees, and fish as well as humans? The constituency of environmentalism is almost impossibly broad. On the other hand, critics have charged that most environmental movements actually represent primarily the interests of middle and upper classes. Historically, this has generally been true, as in the form of big game hunters like Teddy Roosevelt preserving national parks or Chinese literati struggling to protect the aesthetic charms of a lake against encroachment by developers. 45 Some environmentalists have often embraced a form of romantic pastoralism opposed to all technological development. We could respond that nearly all modern collective movements for some form of justice have had middle-or higher-class leadership at least at the outset (anti-slavery, women's rights, etc.), and intellectuals have repeatedly led revolutions on behalf of other classes.
But more recently, cross-class coalitions have formed to focus on industrial toxicity in working-class or minority regions. The motivations of urban literate classes and rural and working classes may be different, but they have sometimes found common ground in protecting healthy environments against breakneck development. Environmental movements in Taiwan, for example, have united believers in popular religion defending sacred sites with "modern" environmentalists arguing for protected wilderness areas. 46 Environmentalism might avoid the historical traps of organizers who polarize one class against another, precisely because of its potentially broad appeal.
So is Green the new Marxism? It's interesting that the Radical History Review is now calling for contributors to a special issue on environmental crises. (So for once, the AHR got there first!) It is striking that at least incipient environmental consciousness has grown rapidly among a broad span of people even in developing countries, and the older arguments of developmental elites for the primacy of GNP growth at all costs have lost conviction. Even the PRC government now endorses "sustainable development" and has moved away from Mao's notions of an all-out War on Nature. Children in Chinese elementary schools quickly pick up ideas of ecosystems, the interrelatedness of humans and nature, and the beauty of animals and plants that were inconceivable a decade ago. Now the widespread poisoning of infants by milk additives because of unregulated industrial growth is driving the point home to their parents, too. This is the Chinese equivalent of our financial crisis: the state must respond to preserve its legitimacy, but the abandonment of serious regulatory control over its industrial interests is the primary cause. The Chinese state has tried to suppress independent critiques of its disastrous environmental record-for example, by shutting down lawsuits over shoddily built schools in the earthquake zone outside Chengdu. But these repeated scandals might well generate new collective movements and cause a transformation in Chinese citizens' views of their government. In the past, it was the inadequacy of the Qing empire, or the Republican government, in defending the welfare of its people against foreign invasion, natural disaster, or internal upheaval that mobilized citizens to demand new institutions of civil society; this could just happen again today in regard to environmental damage. China does face a real environmental crisis today, and the only solution, in my view, is for the state to allow the development of a genuinely open discussion among its citizenry. The United States could play a helpful role here, too. Orville Schell has made a strong argument for U.S.-Chinese cooperation on reducing CO 2 emissions as a key element in the bilateral relationship. 47 Historians have an ambivalent relationship with these kinds of events. We can always say "This has happened before," and hope that people will learn lessons from the past. I would like to be as optimistic as Richard Hoffmann on the potential for using the historical record to provide useful cases and comparative examples. But we also know that humans often forget or deliberately suppress the most valuable collective experiences, or distort them into simple stereotypes. Most managerial, engineering, and political elites embrace a quick-fix philosophy that deliberately avoids treading into deeper structural waters. Governing elites resist looking too closely into historical roots of current crises; they suppress evidence and manipulate historical narratives to legitimate themselves. The fact that financial crises, or environmental crises, have reoccurred repeatedly even in recent memory doesn't guarantee that anyone will really want to address the fundamental causes. Historians have to recognize, and tell their readers, that impulses to denial, willful blindness, and ideological distortion are just as powerful as rational analysis in causing social change.
But the role of an impotent Cassandra, who sees the inevitable tragedy but can do nothing to stop it, is not congenial to me. Better to be a wild Jeremiah, emotional and all, than a totally detached observer of the self-willed destruction of a species. So the idea of "crisis," I think, does have some value. We can try to make it more intellectually respectable by specifying particular kinds of threats and underlying causes. By highlighting the neglected role of natural forces in the past, we may be able to call attention to the critical impact of environmental change today, and hope against hope that somebody listens.
Jim McCann:
Our group now owes a considerable debt to Richard in Canada and to Peter in New Haven for keeping our momentum as the seasons change. Our academic seasons push us to think about research proposals, student funding deadlines, and classes. I have been for the past two weeks working through a proposal on malaria to the Gates Foundation for their new initiative that has revived the emphasis on "eradication" of that disease via new approaches and technologies. Here is a valuable case in point about how society (public health philanthropy in this case) has identified a long-standing environmental problem in the form of a historically ubiquitous disease. Al Crosby, William McNeill, and others have now made a point of the ways in which disease has been an undercurrent of human history that is fundamentally an issue of environmental causation (or at least context). After all, malaria is at its core an unintended consequence of human and vector agro-ecological interactions that emerged in Africa but became a global phenomenon. Malaria is a topic grounded in environmental interactions over time, though few of the major initiatives to deal with it have much to say about how the study of its history helps deal with it. Multilateral agencies have given broad and visible attention to malaria's persistence as a "crisis," though they have not quite placed it in the same category as climatic episodic shocks like Katrina, the 2004 tsunami, or global warming as a deeper transformative factor. Does it help to have historians involved in competing with lab entomology or genetic modification of mosquitoes or parasites for funding? In that regard, environmental history differs substantially, and substantively, from an ideology like Marxism, as Peter suggests. Environmental ideology, like the Green Belt movement in Kenya, was politically significant. Its intent and its impact (Nobel Prize and all that) was not so much a foundation of research or visionary resource management as it was a way to mobilize popular political sentiment against an entrenched political elite. The movement's potential as a threat to political power was the issue, not so much its environmental observations. Many of Kenya's landscapes were actually greener in the 1970s than they were in the 1930s or in the nineteenth century. Bless his soul, Al Gore has been wrong about forest history in Africa, albeit with good intent. But the Green Belt movement did not use or need environmental history to address its deeper goals of local-level political movements. The trees they advocated were more symbols than pieces of local ecology chosen to recognize historical varieties. Tree planting was a political act as much as a farmer's economic choice. Both sides in Kenya knew it and acted accordingly. We can all be grateful for Wangari Maathai's focus on afforestation, but the basic assumptions about historical vegetation in the Rift Valley or the highlands were not always empirically well founded. Really, that was not the point.
Political struggles and environmental history can have and have had overlapping venues and goals. In that way, environmental history as a topic for research has much in common with social history (whether it's Annales or "New Social History" of the American sort). New questions that draw historical methods of inquiry emerge and then recede. They may leave behind momentum for social or political change, or they may bring on a response that entrenches structures of power. The presence of environmental crises on the political horizon may well sustain public interest as the global political economy moves along; it is a different question whether environmental history's merging of natural science, historical method, and public policy directions makes it "sustainable" as a subfield within the historian's craft. Nancy Langston: I do think the concept of crisis has analytical value in environmental history scholarship, just as it has value in other fields of history. But I agree with Richard that for the concept of crisis to be useful, we need to be clearer about our definitions. Whether we define a crisis in medical terms (as a sudden change in the course of an illness, which can be either positive or negative, leading to either recovery or death) or in political terms (as an unstable condition that precedes abrupt change), the concept has the potential to help us think more clearly about when, where, and why decisive changes have come about.
Analytically, ecological concepts of resilience and disturbance might be more useful than medical concepts of crisis if we want to understand how and why decisive change came about in the past. For ecologists, disturbances are integral to ecosystems. Change happens; stability is an illusion. Yet some ecosystems are more resilient to disturbances than others, which means that they are able to respond to a disturbance (such as fire, disease, wind, or climate change) without completely collapsing. Ecological communities and climate systems can typically absorb a certain amount of perturbation and continue to function. But after a certain point, additional disturbances can push the system into a new set of relationships. Add enough energy to a system, and a tipping point (the ecologist's usual term for crisis) might be reached, followed by irreversible changes. In their research, scientists typically avoid assigning normative values to these changes. Use of the term "tipping point" rather than "crisis" is just one example; "positive feedback loop" is another. (When ecologists or climatologists move into the policy realm, they do assign value to these changes, and then they speak in the language of crisis. Those are social values, not purely scholarly values.)
An example might be the Wall Street financial chaos we're witnessing this fall. No single factor is the cause of the myriad economic changes that are now happening in global markets. What seems to many pundits like a sudden change is more likely the result of systems that have been subject to a host of disturbances over the past decade. After years of deregulation and what seems like the utter abdication of regulatory oversight responsibilities, we've reached an unstable situation followed by abrupt change. Many analysts insisted that financial systems were resilient, able to absorb whatever was tossed at them-yet now we're witnessing decisive change. Is this a crisis? It all depends on who you're talking to. Simply calling the current financial situation a crisis is not as helpful as asking some questions: What kinds of economic, political, and cultural transformations led to the unstable condition that preceded the change? How did various groups interpret those transformations, and respond to them or fail to respond to them? Why were so many powerful groups able to ignore or reinterpret the growing signs of instability and stress in financial systems?
I couldn't agree more with Peter when he writes: "Governing elites resist looking too closely into historical roots of current crises; they suppress evidence and manipulate historical narratives to legitimate themselves. The fact that financial crises, or environmental crises, have reoccurred repeatedly even in recent memory doesn't guarantee that anyone will really want to address the fundamental causes. Historians have to recognize, and tell their readers, that impulses to denial, willful blindness, and ideological distortion are just as powerful as rational analysis in causing social change." I do believe that historians have exactly this role to play. We're not going to stop the powerful from willfully manipulating historical narratives to keep themselves in power. But we can and should provide counter-narratives that push back against these manipulations. At times of perceived crisis, perhaps more people are listening.
Lise Sedrez: The Editor asks us whether environmental history renders its practitioners more engaged than other historians. It could also be that historians attracted to the field of environmental history tend to have a personal trajectory of engagement in environmental activism, and from purely anecdotal evidence, that has been my experience. Maybe it is not so different from other historical subdisciplines connected to the so-called "new social movements," as Peter reminds us of the activism of labor historians, women's historians, rural historians, etc. But if, as he pointed out, they "have the advantage of identifying a clear group of people to represent," and the constituency of environmentalism is "almost impossibly broad," environmental history is also encouraging, urgently inclusive in its subject of study. Environmentalists don't agitate only on behalf of wolves, trees, fish, and humans. They also agitate on behalf of ecosystems, biomes, the planet. This "inclusiveness" does not ignore the competing interests or the contradictions of class, gender, and race. On the contrary, the growing literature on environmental justice and "environmentalism of the poor" (to use the concept of Ramachandra Guha and Juan Martínez-Alier) has been fundamental for the development of environmental history in Latin America and India, for instance. 48 Yet, at the same time, this inclusiveness brings to life old Braudelian dreams of "total history," and also touches even older Marxian hopes of social criticism and transformation of a world in crisis-which would bring us to the Editor's other question. 49 "Crisis" is for sure a useful concept. The problem is how we use it, and how we frame it. We have repeated several times in this Conversation how interdisciplinary environmental history should be. In fact, John McNeill said once that environmental history is "as interdisciplinary as it gets." 50 And I have pointed out above its "inclusiveness," following Peter's remarks on how almost impossibly broad is the constituency of environmentalism. So if crisis is already a complex concept for any historian, environmental crisis in history is even trickier to nail down. Historians must walk a fine line in adopting a concept of crisis that is manageable and meaningful and yet retains all the complexity that is intrinsic to environmental studies. That is why I like Peter's image of a "moving target." It conveys both the need of focus and the continuous change, necessaries for a useful study of environmental crisis in history. 51 48 Guha and Martínez-Alier, Varieties of Environmentalism, 230. 49 I am not so ready to say that environmental history is the new Marxism, but only that it echoes historical traditions of full-fledged engagement, both intellectual and social, as relevant for the discipline of history as the "noble dream" of objective scholarship. 14, 2008) . According to the report, the current demands on the planet, increasing at the same rate, would require by the mid-2030s the equivalent of two planets to maintain modern lifestyles. It then occurred to me, maybe a bit too late for this Conversation, that if environmental history must make ecological sense, so should our definitions for environmental crises. That is, environmental crises are connected to an understanding of "unsustainability," for the lack of a better term, or to the concrete limits of ecological resources in a certain "mode of consumption." Environmental historians do have a role in identifying the historical roots of environmental crises; but more than ever, they must rely on an in-Going back to the previous discussion on "engaged historians," I admit I may have a different perspective compared to my colleagues in this conversation. Latin American historians have a tradition of engagement with political causes-and unapologetically so. The foundational document for the Sociedad Latinoamericana y Caribeña de Historia Ambiental states clearly that one of the society's goals is "to contribute to a diverse and in-depth understanding of the links between environmental problems of the past and of the present, allowing us to identify actions that favor the construction of more sustainable societies in Latin America and the Caribbean." 52 Thus environmental historians in Latin America not only identify a connection between past and present environmental problems, but they also believe they have the duty to address these problems. I'd argue that this engagement has been seen by Latin American historians as a necessary condition for the "Latin Americanization" of the discipline, a point Guillermo Castro Herrera implies in his text "Environmental History (Made) in Latin America." 53 AHR Editor: I want to thank you all for your stimulating and wide-ranging remarks.
Clearly, we have only made forays into a vast territory of issues which are as timely and varied as they are historical in nature, as we have been repeatedly reminded. But two things strike me as I consider our exchanges. First is how environmental history, despite its relative infancy as a subfield, joins up with older approaches to history, approaches which in recent years seem to have somewhat fallen out of fashion. "Green" might not be the new Marxism, but environmental history certainly harks back to the examples of social history, structural history, interdisciplinary history, quantitative history, and more. I am struck by the mention of Fernand Braudel several times in the course of this conversation, a historian who has, I fear, dropped off the lists of many graduate programs. Second, I think it is obvious from what has been said that whatever the gravity of the environmental crises that confront us today, these are phenomena that have histories, and these histories have something to teach us. And I think that each of you, in somewhat different ways, has demonstrated that thinking historically, and paying scrupulous attention to the historical record, in no way militates against your concern for the present state of the environment and your engagement with the issues. While most of us are reluctant to extract lessons for the present from the past, it is, I think, pretty certain that we allow ourselves to remain ignorant of the history of environmental change and crisis at our considerable and collective peril.
